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(57) ABSTRACT 

A vibratory distributor system for supplying bulk 
material, such as potato chips, cereal or the like, to a 
number of use points on demand. The system com 
prises a plurality of successive modules arranged to 
nest with one another to provide a flow path from one 
module to the next. Each module includes a material 
carrying tray and a gate, associated with each use 
point, each gate having a selectively operable closure 
member which controls gravity feed of the material to 
the use point. A sensor for each module monitors the 
material level at the location of each gate and, when 
the level drops to a threshold level, activates the 
vibrating means of the adjacent upstream module to 
cause material to flow. The upstream modules are thus 
progressively vibrated in accordance with the demand 
to convey material from a source of supply 
downstream to the various use points. 

19 Claims, 13 Drawing Figures 
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1. 

MODULAR DISTRIBUTOR SYSTEM FOR BULK 
MATERIAL 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

This invention relates to a distributor system, and 
more particularly, to a system for conveying non 
freeflowing bulk material from a material source to a 
plurality of use points in a manner which meets the de 
mand for material at each such point. 

Distributor systems for non-freeflowing bulk materi 
als, such as potato chips, cookies, noodles and similar 
products of relatively low mass and irregular shape, 
have been subject to a number of problems. Typically, 
such products are directed by the distributor system to 
a large number of processing or use points at which the 
product is, for example, packaged, wrapped or other 
wise suitably treated. Many distribution systems are 
unable to meet the varying demands at the plurality of 
processing points, particularly where modern, high 
speed processing machinery is employed. A high de 
mand for product at one or more points overloads the 
system, and the remaining processing points are unable 
to obtain sufficient quantity of material to meet the de 
mand and thus become starved. This can lead to mal 
function of the processing machinery as by causing it to 
shut down or to supply underweight packages at the 
starved points. In any event, an operation prone to such 
problems is unreliable and, at the very least, inefficient. 
One expedient employed to overcome the potential 

problem of starving certain of the use points has been 
to supply a normally excessive quantity of product at 
each use point. Storage reservoirs may be provided for 
this purpose. This expedient has a number of inherent 
problems that stem from the nature of the material 
being handled. Non-freeflowing food products of the 
noted types are often quite fragile and also tend to 
degrade if left exposed to the air for any appreciable 
time. Thus, should the demand cease at any given use 
point, as may well be the case for any number of 
reasons, the product stored there will degrade and may 
have to be discarded. Not only does this result in a loss 
of material, but also necessitates a time consuming 
operation to purge the system. 

In order to avoid the need for large storage reser 
voirs, while at the same time overcoming the potential 
problem of starving individual use points, systems have 
been employed in which material is continuously cy 
cled past the use points. If product is not withdrawn as 
it passes a given use point, it is conveyed on to the next 
point and ultimately recycled, assuming that it is not 
withdrawn at one or more of such subsequent points. 
This approach clearly is unsatisfactory for handling 
perishable food products. A given quantity of the 
material may be recycled a number of times with the 
result that it becomes stale by the time it is ultimately 
packaged. Moreover, this approach results in unneces 
sary working of the product and poses a likelihood that 
it well also be physically degraded. 

Therefore, a system for successfully distributing bulk 
material, especially fragile food products, must be 
capable of distributing the product to a plurality of use 
points and meeting varying demands for product at 
each of these points, and be capable of doing so quickly 
and smoothly, without physically or otherwise impair 
ing its quality. Moreover, it should also ensure that the 
product is delivered in substantially the same sequence 
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2 
as it is received or, in other words, in "first in - first 
out' sequence of operation, and movement of the 
product should be minimized. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

In its broad aspect, the distributor system of the in 
vention includes a plurality of successive and indepen 
dently operable conveyor sections with gates as 
sociated therewith at locations corresponding to the 
use points. A continuous flow path for the material is 
provided through the system to the various use points. 
Sensor means associated with each gate monitor the 
quantity of material in the system at predetermined lo 
cations and control the operation of the adjacent up 
stream conveyor section. With this arrangement, suc 
cessive upstream conveyor sections are operated 
progressively, as needed, to meet the demand at a given 
use point. 

Significantly, only conveyor sections upstream of the 
use point where a demand exists are operated. Ac 
cordingly, movement and, hence, working of the 
material, is minimized, yet an ample supply of material 
is maintained at each of the gates to satisfy the demand 
at the corresponding use points. The system is also ad 
vantageous in that the material is delivered to the use 
points in substantially the same sequence that it is 
received by the system, and the problems inherent in 
systems incorporating large storage reservoirs or em 
ploying recycling modes of operation are obviated. 

In the preferred embodiment of the system of the in 
vention, the conveyor sections, which are illustrated as 
the vibratory type and include material-carrying trays, 
and the associated gate means are arranged in modules 
that nest in operative relationship with one another. 
Each gate means is connected to its associated con 
veyor section at the upstream end of the latter, and 
each such module is resiliently supported for vibration 
independently of all other modules. The gate means in 
clude closure members selectively movable into and 
out of closing relationship with the gates to control flow 
through them. Advantageously, these closure mem 
bers, when in their closed positions, form a portion of 
the material carrying surfaces of their respective 
modules. Nesting of adjacent modules is accomplished 
in such a manner as to define temporary storage wells 
at locations above the gates, thereby assuring that an 
ample charge of material is available to be supplied to 
the use points upon opening of the closure members. 
The gates in the preferred embodiment extend trans 

versely across substantially the full material-carrying 
surface of the modules. The closure members are 
slidably mounted and have their upper material-carry 
ing surfaces disposed in close working relationship with 
the gate defining portions of the modules and in sub 
stantially the same plane as the trays. In addition, 
cooperating means are provided on the leading edge of 
the closure members and the mating edges of the trays 
at the junctures between the two, and the closure mem 
bers are in close working relationship with the gates so 
as to minimize impediment to flow. By virtue of this 
mounting arrangement for the closure members and 
the cooperating means provided, the system is easily 
maintained in a sanitary condition and there is no 
danger of blocking flow and thereby trapping material 
in the system. In this same respect, physical damage to 
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the material is avoided as might otherwise occur if flow 
were impeded. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

The above and other features and advantages of the 
invention will be apparent from the following detailed 
description of the preferred embodiment taken in con 
junction with the accompanying drawings, in which: 

FIG. 1 is a diagrammatic representation of the 
material distributor system of the present invention; 

FIG. 2 is a partially cut-away perspective view of 
several conveyor modules of the invention arranged in 
operative, nested relationship; 

FIG. 3 is a side view partly in side elevation and 
partly in section, showing the nesting of a module with 
adjacent modules to provide a sectional view of two 
nested trays; 
FIG. 4 is a fragmentary sectional view on an enlarged 

scale of the left hand end portion of FIG. 3; 
F.G. 5 is a fragmentary sectional view similar to FIG. 

4 showing the gate means in a closed condition and the 
manner in which material is conveyed through succes 
sive modules; 

FIG. 5a is a fragmentary sectional view of the area 
encircled by the line 5a in FIG.5; 

FIG. 6 is a view similar to FIG. 4 illustrating the ter 
minal module in the system; 

FIG. 7 is a top plan view of a portion of the distribu 
tor system showing the nesting of a module with ad 
jacent modules; 

FIG. 8 is a vertical sectional view taken substantially 
along line 8-8 in FIG.7; 

FIG. 9 is a partial side elevational view taken in the 
direction of and in the area indicated by line 9-9 in 
FIG.8; 
FIG. 10 is a fragmentary sectional view on an en 

larged scale of the area encircled by line 10 in FIG.8; 
FIG. 11 is a fragmentary sectional view taken sub 

stantially along line 11-11 in FIG. 10; and 
FIG. 12 is a fragmentary perspective view of certain 

portions of the gate means constructed in accordance 
with the invention. 

DETALED DESCRIPTION 

Referring to the drawings and, in particular, to FIGS. 
and 2 thereof, the apparatus of the invention is shown 

embodied in a distributor system for conveying bulk 
material from a source to a plurality of independent use 
or processing points on demand. By way of example, 
one of many possible processing operations is packag 
ing, and the system of the invention is shown as adapted 
for use in conjunction with such an operation, with 
each of the use points, identified by reference numerals 
20, 21, 22 and 23, comprising packaging machines. 
Thus, the invention is illustrated as especially adapted 
for use as a distributor system for conveying bulk 
material, such as potato chips, cereal or the like, from a 
source comprising a storage unit 24 to a plurality of use 
points for packaging. The storage unit, which may be of 
the type disclosed in my copending application Ser. No. 
774,418, now U.S. Pat, No. 3,550,752 entitled "Auto 
matic Storage System For Non-Free Flowing 
Products', discharges material, on demand, into the 
distributor system, and the system, in turn, conveys the 
material to each use point in such quantity as is 
required to meet the demand. 
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4. 
The distributor system of the invention includes a 

plurality of conveyor modules 25, 26, 27 and 28 as 
sociated with respective use points 20, 21, 22 and 23, 
and arranged in nested operative relationship to pro 
vide a continuous flow path. The modules comprise 
conveyor sections, which here are of the vibratory type, 
and, therefore, include material-carrying trays 29, 30 
and 31, and associated gate means or assemblies 32,33 
and 34. In addition, for reasons that will become ap 
parent, the terminal end module 28 with gate assembly 
35 is provided to supply the end use point 23. Each gate 
assembly, as shown in FIG. 2, illustrating modules 26, 
27 and 28, includes a transversely extending gate or 
passage 36 leading to the corresponding packaging 
machine and an associated closure member 37 selec 
tively movable into and out of closing relationship with 
the gate to control gravity feed of material to the use 
point. When a given closure member 37 is in its closed 
position, as in the case of module 27 in FIG. 2, its upper 
surface comprises a portion of the material-carrying 
conveyor surface of the respective module. 

Each of the conveyor modules is arranged for vibra 
tion independently of all others. Suitable power 
operated vibrators 38, 39 and 40 associated with 
modules 25, 26 and 27, respectively, are provided for 
this purpose. No vibrator is needed for the terminal 
module 28 for the apparent reason that it need not con 
vey material. 

Actuation of each of the vibrators 38, 39 and 40 to 
vibrate the respective modules 25, 26 and 27 causes 
downstream flow therealong (left to right in FIGS. 1 
and 2) when a demand exists in the adjacent 
downstream module. To this end, the level of material 
in each module at a location corresponding to that of 
its gate assembly is monitored by appropriate sensor 
means illustrated, by way of example, as photocell units 
41, 42, 43 and 44. The units 42, 43 and 44 are con 
nected through suitable controls 45, 46 and 47 to vibra 
tors 38, 39 and 40 for modules 25, 26 and 27, respec 
tively. It will be understood in this connection that each 
such unit is connected to the control and vibrator for 
the adjacent upstream module and, hence, controls the 
operation thereof. Similarly, the photocell unit 41 for 
the first module 25 is coupled through a control 48 to 
the storage unit 24, and activates such unit to cause 
material to be fed into the system when a demand exists 
in module 25. 

Accordingly, the system of the invention has a 
progressive mode of operation. When a demand for 
material in a given module is sensed, as will occur when 
its gate assembly is actuated to deliver by gravity feed a 
charge of material to the associated packaging machine 
or material is conveyed to the next downstream 
module, the modules upstream thereof will be actuated 
in succession to the extent necessary to replenish the 
supply. Depending upon the extent of usage at the vari 
ous packaging machines, selected ones or all of the 
vibrators 38-40 may be operated at a given point in 
time to convey material to the successive downstream 
modules. 
Thus, for example, referring again to FIGS. 1 and 2, 

and assuming that the system initially has a full comple 
ment of material and further assuming that the gate as 
sembly 34 of module 27 is actuated to supply a charge 
of material to its packaging machine, the depletion at 
that location will be sensed by the photocell unit 43. 
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This results in actuation of vibrator 39 of the adjacent 
upstream module 26 to cause material to be conveyed 
by the vibratory action downstream to module 27. The 
supply of material in module 26 is depleted accordingly 
until photocell 42 actuates the first module 25. Assum 
ing the charge originally delivered to gate assembly 34 
was appreciable, the progressive actuation will con 
tinue, causing photocell unit 41 to actuate the storage 
unit 24 to deliver more material into the system, and 
operation of these modules will continue until the sup 
plies of material in all of them is back to full capacity. 
By virtue of the manner in which adjacent modules 

nest in operative relationship with one another, tempo 
rary storage wells 49 (see FIG. 4) are provided on the 
modules at locations over the gate assemblies. Thus, 
ample material is available to be delivered to the 
packaging machines when the gate assemblies are 
open. While this is true, an important feature of the in 
vention is that the material in such wells 49 is not by 
passed when the corresponding modules are vibrated. 
Rather, it is conveyed downstream, together with other 
material in the modules, since the closure members 37 
of the respective gate assemblies, as previously ex 
plained, form portions of the material-carrying surfaces 
of the modules. Thus, material is distributed by the 
system in substantially the same sequence that it is 
received and the problems inherent in systems incor 
porating large storage reservoirs at the locations of the 
processing points or incorporating the recycling princi 
ple of operation are avoided. 
Another important feature of the system of the in 

vention is its modular construction. The modules 25, 
26 and 27 are substantially identical, and it is a simple 
matter to add or remove modules as needed to satisfy 
the requirements of a particular application. Thus, 
while three substantially identical modules 25, 26 and 
27, together with the terminal end module 28, have 
been illustrated in the drawings, it will be understood 
that this was only by way of illustration and that 
modules may be added or removed without departing 
from the invention. To simplify the description, the 
same numerals have been used where appropriate to 
identify common parts and elements of the several 
modules. 
The modules 25, 26 and 27 are supported for vibra 

tion on a main frame in the manner illustrated in FIGS. 
2, 7 and 8. The frame may be seen to include two elon 
gated beams 50 disposed along the sides of the 
modules. Preferably, for purpose of stabilizing the 
frame, which remains stationary during operation, the 
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beams 50 are filled with sand 51 or the like (FIG. 8) to : 
increase their mass. A plurality of suspension bars 52 
extend transversely across the modules at spaced loca 
tions and have their ends secured to the upper surfaces 
of the beams. Depending upon the particular applica 
tion, the main frame is supported up off the ground sur 
face in any number of ways as, for example, by 
suspending it from above or by means of a suitable sup 
porting base. 
Mounting of individual modules on the main frame is 

accomplished by means of a number of resilient, flexi 
ble arms 54 formed, for example, of fibrous glass 
material. Three such arms are provided on each side of 
each module in the illustrative case. At their upper 
ends, the arms are secured to the suspension bars 52 
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6 
and, at their lower ends, to outwardly projecting 
flanges 55 on a module frame 56, as shown in FIG. 8. In 
order to obtain the desired vibratory action of the 
modules, the arms angle down and forwardly in the 
direction of material flow through the system from 
their upper toward their lower ends. 
While it is not necessary, the terminal end module 

28, as illustrated in FIG. 2, is likewise suspended from 
flexible arms 54, two such arms being provided in this 
instance. Experience indicates that, when suspended in 
this manner, this module 28 which is of relatively low 
mass picks up sufficient vibration from the adjacent up 
stream module 27 to insure the desired uniform dis 
tribution of material in the module 28. 
Each of the modules, as noted, is provided with a 

frame 56 which serves to mount the associated one of 
trays 29, 30 and 31 and gate assemblies 32, 33 and 34, 
as well as making possible a secure connection between 
the respective support arms 54 and their module. 
Referring to FIGS. 8 and 10, the module frame 56 may 
be seen to include a pair of longitudinally extending 
side channels 57 each with upper and lower legs 58 and 
59, respectively, and a lateral connecting web 60, and 
transversely extending connecting members 61. Each 
of the trays 29, 30 and 31 is secured to the upper legs of 
the channels 57 as at 62 in FIG. 10. 
The vibrators 38, 39 and 40 are coupled to their 

respective modules 25, 26 and 27 in the manner shown 
in FIGS. 3, 8 and 9 which illustrate module 26 and its 
associated vibrator 39. It will be understood in this con 
nection that each module has its own independently 
operated vibrator, but the mounting arrangement will 
be understood to be the same in each instance, 
although only that of vibrator 39 relative to its module 
26 is described. As shown in the last mentioned figures, 
the vibrator 39 is disposed below its module and en 
closed within a suitable housing 63 secured to the main 
frame. The vibrators may be of any suitable construc 
tion and, in the illustrative case of vibrator 39, is shown 
to include an electric motor 64 and an eccentric 
mechanism 65. 

Vibratory motion is imparted to the module 26 by its 
vibrator 39 through a resilient flexible arm 66 centrally 
disposed relative to the module. The arm 66 is con 
nected to the eccentric mechanism 65 at its lower end 
and to the module 26 at its upper end. For purposes of 
achieving the latter connection, a mounting block 67 is 
secured to the cross member 61 of the module frame 
56. Accordingly, when the vibrator 39 is actuated, the 
entire module 26 is subjected to a vibratory motion in 
such manner as to cause material thereon to move 
downstream therealong and eventually to be 
discharged into the adjacent downstream module 27. 
The manner in which the modules are arranged in 

nested, operative relationship is shown in detail in 
FIGS. 3, 7 and 8. The trays 29, 30 and 31 of the in 
dividual modules are generally rectangular in overall 
shape and present substantially planar material-carry 
ing surfaces 68. With particular reference to FIG. 3, it 
may be seen that the modules are supported with the 
surface 68 angled upwardly from their upstream 
toward their downstream ends. The downstream end of 
each module is necked down in lateral dimension, as 
shown at 69 in FIGS. 2 and 7, and telescopes into the 
end of the adjacent module. A transverse bulkhead 70 
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at the upstream end of each module accommodates the 
difference in elevation of the modules at their juncture 
and, to avoid any loss of material, is arranged with its 
upper edge in close working relationship with the un 
derside of the tray 29 of the adjacent upstream module, 
as best illustrated in FIG. 4. 

Because the modules are supported with their 
material-carrying surfaces 68 inclined and the wall 
defining bulkheads 70 are provided, storage wells 49 
are afforded at the locations of the gate assemblies. 
This is advantageous in that it enables material 71 to 
accumulate at the location of the gate assemblies, as 
may be seen in FIG. 5, and insures that ample material 
is available to supply the use point upon actuation of 
the corresponding closure member 37. It is to be 
emphasized that such storage wells 49 do not act as 
reservoirs in the sense that material is held there and 
by-passed during vibration of the modules. Rather, the 
level of material at that location is simply greater than 
elsewhere in the modules (see FIG. 5), but it continues 
to move progressively through the system during vibra 
tion of the modules. 
The nesting relationship between the module 27 and 

the terminal end module 28 is the same as in the case of 
other modules. Similarly, a storage well 49 is afforded 
by such end module over its associated gate assembly 
35. The module 28 differs from the others in that it has 
no vibratory tray, but instead a transverse end wall 72 is 
provided at the downstream end of the gate 36, as 
shown in FIG. 6. 
From the foregoing description, it will be ap 

preciated that the most critical area insofar as the 
quantity of material available in each of the modules 
25, 26, 27 and 28 is concerned is in the temporary 
storage wells 49 over the respective gates 36. Ac 
cordingly, the photocell units 41, 42, 43 and 44 are ar 
ranged to monitor material level at those locations. 
The photocell units are of conventional construction 

and include a light source 73 and a light-responsive 
device 74, one of which is secured to a beam 50 on one 
side of the module and the other of which is secured to 
a beam 50 on the opposite side, as illustrated in FIG. 7. 
Light is projected and sensed through screened 
openings 75, illustrated in FIG. 4, in both side walls of 
the trays 29, 30 and 31 of the respective modules and 
the side walls of the module 28. When the material 
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level in the well 49 rises above the threshold level, as is 
the case in the tray 30 in FIG. 5, the light beam is inter 
rupted and the vibrator 38 of the adjacent upstream 
tray 29 is rendered inactive. On the other hand, when 
the level drops below the threshold level, the photocell 
unit 42 triggers operation of that vibrator 38 to initiate 
flow. By appropriate adjustment of the vertical posi 
tions of the components of the photocell units, the 
threshold level can be adjusted as desired, at least 
within the limits imposed by the size of the screened 
openings 75 in the modules. 
As shown in FIGS. 2 and 7, each gate or passage 36 

extends transversely across substantially the entire 
width of its respective tray. Moreover, the associated 
closure member 37 is disposed on the underside of the 
tray and slides longitudinally into and out of closing 
relationship with its gate. The open and closed posi 
tions of the closure member 37 are shown in FIGS. 4 
and 5, respectively. Longitudinal movement of each 
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closure member is accomplished by a hydraulic 
cylinder 76, as in FIG. 3, secured to the underside of 
each tray. An actuator rod 77 extends out of the 
cylinder and, as was clearly shown in the enlarged view 
of FIG. 4, is connected to the closure member through 
a connecting link 78. The actuator rod is pin connected 
to the link 78 and the link, in turn, is threaded into a 
block 79 secured to the underside of the closure 
member in the illustrative case to accomplish the con 
nection. As a result, actuation of the cylinder 76 drives 
its closure member longitudinally to close or open the 
gate. 
To insure smooth, uniform flow through the system, 

the material-carrying surface 68 of each module should 
be free of obstruction at least to downstream flow. It 
will be recalled that the upper surface of each closure 
member 37 forms a part of such material-carrying sur 
face 68 when in its closed condition. Thus, it is desira 
ble that, in this condition, upper surface of the leading 
end portion of the member 37 and the adjacent 
downstream surface portion 68 of the tray be substan 
tially coplanar. Cooperating means are provided on the 
leading edge of the closure member 37 and the mating 
edge of the tray which defines the downstream bounda 
ry of the gate to accomplish this and obtain the desired 
continuity in the surface. As best shown in FIGS. 4 and 
5, such cooperating means here comprise a beveled 
edge 80 on the closure member and a downturned lip 
81 on the mating edge of the tray. 
When the closure member 37 is moved to its closed 

position, as in FIGS. 5 and 5a, the beveled edge 80 of 
the member and the lip 81 engage to guide the move 
ment of the closure member relative to the tray to bring 
its upper surface into the desired substantially coplanar 
relationship. The inherent flexibility of the parts 
facilitates this action. Moreover, the possibility of flow 
being impeded is further reduced by virtue of the lip 81 
having a curved configuration, as at 82, at its juncture 
with the tray. 

Since the system is designed and intended to handle 
food products, it is important that the gate assemblies, 
as well as other elements of the system, be maintained 
in a sanitary condition. The closure members 37 are 
mounted and operate in such a way as to readily lend 
the gate assemblies to be maintained in the desired high 
degree of sanitation. The mounting arrangement for 
closure members 37 is illustrated in FIGS. 10-12. As 
shown, each closure member is fixed at its outer edges 
to guide blocks 82 having upwardly projecting outer 
edge portions that present bearing surfaces 83 slidably 
engageable with the webs 60 on the channels 57 of the 
module frame 56. Preferably, the blocks are formed of 
plastic, or other suitable material, having a low coeffi 
cient of friction, and are arranged so that the bearing 
surfaces 83 project just slightly above the upper surface 
of the closure member 37, thereby insuring a smooth 
sliding action with the web. 
The closure members 37 are maintained in slidable 

assembly with their modules by means of generally U 
shaped guide rods or brackets 84 having longitudinally 
extending guide portions 85 of circular cross section 
that engage in a correspondingly shaped recess in the 
underside of the block 82. Upstanding legs 86 on the 
brackets project up through bores 87 in the webs 60 of 
the longitudinally extending channels 57 and are 
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retained in place by nuts 88 threadily engaged on the 
ends of the legs. Preferably, the guide blocks 82 are 
spring biased into engagement with the webs and, for 
this purpose, compression springs 89 are disposed on 
the legs 86. The springs 89 bear at their opposite ends 
against bushings 90 disposed on the legs 86 adjacent 
the webs 60 and against the underside of the nuts 88. 
The guide rods 84 in cooperation with the blocks 82 

serve the dual purpose of guiding movement of the clo 
sure members 37 and retaining them in assembly with 
their respective modules. Since the closure member 
moves in close working relationship to the adjacent 
structure of its associated module, as shown in FIGS. 4 
and 5, the members are scraped clean by the gate 
defining edge 91 as they retract to their open positions. 
In this same regard, the blocks slide in engagement with 
the channels 57 and the rod 84 and serve to wipe these 
surfaces clean during each stroke. 
While the operation of this system is believed ap 

parent from the foregoing description, the following is 
intended as a brief summary. With the system initially 
devoid of material but conditioned for automatic 
operation, modules 29, 30 and 31 will all be vibrated 
and the storage unit 24 actuated to deliver material into 
the system. Such material will then be conveyed 
downstream by the vibratory action of the modules 
through successive ones toward the end module 28. 
This operation will continue until the quantity of 
material in the end module 28, as monitored by the 
photocell unit 44, exceeds the threshold level. When 
this occurs, the vibrator 40 for the adjacent upstream 
module 27 is rendered inactive. Similarly, vibrator 39 
for module 26 is deactivated when the photocell unit 
43 signals that a full supply of material is available in 
the storage well over the gate assembly of module 27. 
Thus, the modules shut down in succession, and, ulti 
mately, supply of material from the storage unit to the 
first module is discontinued. 

In this fully supplied condition, material is available 
in the storage wells 49 of all modules for delivery to the 
respective use points. Thereafter, upon the occurrence 
of either one or both of two events, and depending 
upon when the event or events occur, some or all 
modules will resume operation to convey material. 
These events are the withdrawal of a charge of material 
from the adjacent downstream module for delivery to 
its use point or the normal operation of such adjacent 
downstream module of conveying material to a sub 
sequent module to replenish the supply therein. Thus, 
when a charge of material is withdrawn for a given use 
point, the modules upstream thereof will be actuated 
progressively, as needed, to replenish the depleted 
supply. 
Flow through the system occurs smoothly and 

uniformly and material is conveyed only as necessary to 
meet the demand at a particular use point. It will be un 
derstood in this connection that if a charge of material 
is supplied, for example, at use point 21 only the up 
stream module 25 and the storage unit 24 will be actu 
ated to replenish the supply. On the other hand, all 
material in a given module, other than that withdrawn 
through the associated gate assembly, moves progres 
sively through it upon actuation thereof, resulting in 
material being delivered to the various use points in 
substantially the same sequence that it is received in 
the system. 
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10 
While one embodiment of the invention has been il 

lustrated and described in detail, it will be understood 
that this was only by way of example, and that changes 
in the details of the constructions and the arrangements 
of the various elements may be made without depart 
ment from the spirit and scope of the invention. 

I claim: 
1. A vibratory conveyor module having upstream 

and downstream ends and a tray with a material-carry 
ing surface for conveying material from the upstream 
toward the downstream end thereof and including gate 
means for delivering material from said tray to a cor 
responding use point, said gate means including: 
means defining a passage in said material-carrying 

surface for delivery of material, said passage hav 
ing a downstream peripheral edge; 

a closure member selectively movable into and out of 
closing relationship with said passage for blocking 
the delivery of material through said passage, said 
closure member having a leading edge engageable 
with said downstream peripheral edge of said 
passage and an upper material-carrying surface 
when in said closing relationship; and 

cooperative means on said leading edge of said clo 
sure member and on said downstream peripheral 
edge of said passage for guiding said closure 
member relative to the tray during such engage 
ment of said leading edge with said peripheral edge 
to achieve an obstruction free flow path between 
the adjacent portions of the material-carrying sur 
faces of said tray and said closure member. 

2. A module as in claim 1 wherein said cooperative 
means includes a beveled edge surface on said closure 
member and a correspondingly angled downturned lip 
at the downstream peripheral edge of said passage. 

3. A module as in claim 2 wherein said lip has a 
curved configuration at the junction thereof with the 
material-carrying surface of said tray. 

4. A module as in claim 1 further including: 
a frame mounting the tray, said closure member and 

said cooperative means; 
a pair of guide blocks secured to said closure 
member at its opposite sides and slidably engaged 
with said frame for supporting said closure 
member on the underside of the tray for longitu 
dinal sliding movement into and out of said closing 
relationship; and 

mounting means on said frame and engageable with 
said blocks for guiding movement of said closure 
member and retaining it in assembly with said 
frame. 

5. A module as in claim 4 wherein said blocks are 
formed of material different than that forming said clo 
sure member and having a relatively low coefficient of 
friction, and wherein said closure member is supported 
in close working relationship with but at a working 
clearance from the surfaces of adjacent portions of said 
frame. 

6. A module as in claim 4 including spring means as 
sociated with said mounting means for yieldably urging 
said blocks into engagement with said frame. 

7. A module as in claim 4 wherein said mounting 
means include longitudinally extending rods of substan 
tially uniform cross section engageable in cor 
respondingly shaped recesses in said blocks. 
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8. A distributor system for conveying material from a 
source downstream to a number of successive use 
points comprising: 
conveyor means having a plurality of successive and 
independently operable conveyor sections for con 
veying the material to each use point; 

gate means including an opening between adjacent 
conveyor sections and a closure normally closing 
each opening, said gate means being associated, 
one each, with said conveyor section, for trans 
mitting material to each use point; 

wherein said conveyor section comprises an elon 
gated tray connected at its upstream end to its as 
sociated gate means; 

a main frame and mounting means for independently 
and resiliently mounting each of the assemblies of 
said trays and associated gates on said frame for 
vibration relative thereto; 

power operated means including a plurality of actua 
tors associated, one each, with said conveyor sec 
tions for independently operating each conveyor 
section to cause material to move downstream 
along such conveyor section; and 

sensor means associated with each gate for monitor 
ing the quantity of material at a location cor 
responding to the location of such gate for con 
trolling the actuator associated with the adjacent 
upstream conveyor section to cause material to so 
move therealong toward such gate. 

9. A distributor system for conveying material from a 
source downstream to a number of successive use 
points comprising: 
an elongated main frame having upstream and 
downstream ends; 

a plurality of vibratory modules independently and 
movably mounted on said main frame in succes 
sion from the upstream toward the downstream 
end thereof; each of said modules including a tray, 
an associated opening providing a passage for 
delivery of material from such module to a cor 
responding use point, and a closure arranged in 
operative relationship with the opening to provide 
a continuous flow path for the distribution of 
material through successive modules, wherein 
each of said modules has its associated opening at 
the upstream end thereof; 

further including means on each of said modules at 
the upstream ends thereof adjacent said opening 
cooperating with said tray to form a storage well 
over said openings; and 

power-operated means for vibrating said modules in 
dependently of one another to feed material inde 
pendently to each of the wells. 

10. A distributor system for conveying material from 
a source downstream to a number of successive use 
points comprising: 
an elongated main frame having upstream and 
downstream ends; 

a plurality of vibratory modules independently and 
movably mounted on said main frame in succes 
sion from the upstream toward the downstream 
end thereof; each of said modules including a tray 
and an associated opening providing a passage for 
delivery of material from such module to a cor 
responding use point, and a closure arranged in 
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operative relationship with the opening to provide 
a continuous flow path for the distribution of 
material through successive modules, with said 
modules having their downstream ends vertically 
spaced above the upstream ends of their respective 
adjacent modules; and 

power-operated means for vibrating said modules in 
dependently of one another to feed material inde 
pendently to each of the openings. 

11. A distributor system for conveying material from 
a source to a plurality of use points spaced apart along 
a predetermined path, and comprising: 
conveyor means having a plurality of independently 

operable conveyor sections arranged in generally 
end-to-end relation along said path to convey 
material downstream along said path from the 
source and successively from one conveyor section 
to the next along said conveyor means; 

a plurality of gate means, one adjacent the 
downstream end of each of said conveyor sections, 
for transmitting material from said conveyor 
means to one of said use points, each of said gate 
means including an opening for delivering material 
from said conveyor means to the respective use 
point, and a closure member movable between 
open and closed relation with the opening, to 
block the passage of material to the use point when 
in said closed relation; 

power-operated means for independently operating 
said conveyor sections to cause material to move 
downstream along each conveyor section while it 
is operating; and 

sensor means adjacent each of said gate means for 
monitoring the quantity of material available for 
delivery through the opening and controlling the 
power-operated means to operate the adjacent up 
stream conveyor section to move material thereon 
toward the opening when said quantity is below a 
selected level. 

12. A distributor system as defined in claim 11, 
wherein each conveyor section is assembled as a unita 
ry, modular assembly having one of said gate means 
thereon, and the opposite ends of said modular as 
sembly have nesting means thereon for interfitting with 
the adjacent ends of two substantially similar modular 
assemblies, said conveyor sections being nested 
together in series to form said conveyor means. 

13. A distributor system as defined in claim 12, 
wherein the gate means of each of said modular assem 
blies is located at the upstream end of the assembly, to 
receive material from the next upstream conveyor sec 
tion as the latter is operated, said sensor means for each 
of said gate means being operatively connected to the 
power operated means for the next upstream conveyor. 

A4. A distributor system as defined in claim 12 in 
which said nesting means comprise a downstream end 
portion on each of said modular assemblies that is 
necked down in lateral dimension, and an upstream 
end portion sized to telescope around the upstream end 
portion of the adjacent modular assembly. 

15. A distributor system as defined in claim 11, 
wherein each of said conveyor sections has a material 
supporting surface which is inclined upwardly from the 
upstream end thereof toward the downstream end, the 
upstream end being disposed beneath an overhanging 
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end portion of the adjacent upstream conveyor section, 
and a transverse bulkhead at the upstream end of the 
conveyor section beneath the overhanging end portion 
of the adjacent upstream conveyor section, one of said 
gate means being located on each conveyor section ad 
jacent said transverse bulkhead to receive material 
temporarily stored on said conveyor section adjacent 
said bulkhead. 

16. A distributor system as defined in claim 11, in 
which said conveyor sections are inclined upwardly 
from the upstream ends thereof toward the 
downstream ends thereof, and the downstream ends 
are disposed at levels somewhat above the next ad 
jacent upstream ends to overhang the latter and drop 
material thereon, and further including means prevent 
ing the escape of material from the upstream ends 
beneath the overhanging downstream ends, the 
openings of said gate means being formed in said 
inclined surfaces adjacent the lower upstream ends 
thereof, with the closure members normally closing the 
openings and forming continuations of the inclined sur 
faces of the conveyor sections. 

17. A distributor system as defined in claim 11, 
wherein said conveyor sections comprise an elongated 
tray having an opening adjacent its upstream end con 
stituting part of one of said gate means, and further in 
cluding an elongated main frame extending along said 
path, and means mounting said trays on said frame in 
end-to-end overlapping relation and for vibratory 
movement relative to each other and relative to said 
frame, said power-operated means comprising inde 
pendently operable vibrators connected to the respec 
tive trays. 

18. A distributor system as defined in claim 17, 
wherein said closure members are disposed beneath the 
openings in said trays, against the undersides thereof, 
and are slidable longitudinally of said trays to said open 
positions. 

19. A distributor system for conveying material from 
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a source to a plurality of use points spaced apart along 
a predetermined path, and comprising: 
a frame; 
a plurality of generally horizontal, end-to-end vibra 

tory conveyor trays mounted on said frame for 
vibratory movement relative thereto and to each 
other, said trays having ends in overlapped relation 
with the adjacent trays and each being supported 
on said frame with the material-carrying surface of 
the tray inclined upwardly from the upstream end 
toward the downstream end thereof; 

said downstream ends overhanging the upstream 
ends of adjacent downstream trays, and said up 
stream ends having transverse walls beneath the 
overhanging ends for retaining material on the 
trays and defining material-holding wells adjacent 
said upstream ends; - 

means for independently vibrating each tray and 
moving material thereon from the upstream end 
toward the downstream end for delivery to the well 
of the next tray downstream; 

each tray having an opening in the material-carrying 
surface thereof in the area of said well, and extend 
ing across said surface adjacent the upstream end 
of the tray; 

closure means normally closing said openings and 
forming continuations of said material-carrying 
surfaces for carrying material from said wells along 
said trays as the latter are vibrated; 

means operable, on demand, to move said closure 
members to open positions to admit material 
through the openings, said use points receiving 
material from beneath said openings; and 

sensor means at each well for monitoring the level of 
material in the well and, when the level is below a 
preselected level, controlling the vibrating means 
of the next upstream conveyor to convey material 
thereon to the well. 
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